
VAHTS DNA Clean Beads——An ideal alternative to AMPure XP Beads

VAHTS DNA Clean Beads 5/60/450 ml N411-01/02/03

Overview
VAHTS DNA Clean Beads are designed based on solid phase reverse immobilization (SPRI) and suitable for DNA purification 

and size selection during library preparation for high-throughput sequencing. The beads are compatible with many brands of 

DNA and RNA library preparation kits and library preparation processes are reported in the literature. They are used in the 

same way as the widely-adopted AMPure XP Beads. The library yield and size distribution achieved with the beads are highly 

consistent with those of AMPure XP Beads. Thus, the beads constitute a perfect replacement for AMPure XP Beads, effective-

ly reducing the library preparation cost.

Used exactly in the same way as AMPure XP Beads, no need to try different conditions

Highly comparable to AMPure XP Beads with regard to recovery rate and library sizes

Suitable for DNA and RNA library preparation and well compatible with library preparation kits of many brands

Strict lot quality control

Better price and quicker delivery w
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VAHTS DNA Clean Beads——An ideal alternative to AMPure XP Beads

 Use the VAHTS DNA Clean Beads to conduct size selection using conditions in the following table to get different sizes of 
libraries, which are then analyzed with the Agilent 2100 Bioanalyzer.

Use 50 ng human DNA as the initial template to prepare DNA 
libraries. Select DNA from these libraries with average lengths of 
about 470, 570, and 670 bp (the corresponding insert sizes are 
350, 450, and 550 bp) using the VAHTS DNA Clean Beads and 
AMPure XP Beads respectively under the same conditions, and 
analyze the purified libraries using the Agilent 2100 Bioanalyzer.

Preferred Magnetic Beads for Library Preparation before High-Throughput Sequencing
Precise Size Selection through Two-Step Bead-Based Purification

DNA Library Preparation versus AMPure XP Beads

DNA fragmentation

First-round volume ratio (beads: DNA)

Second-round volume ratio (beads: DNA)

Average library length (bp)

Add beads Separation Transfer supernatant

Discard larger fragments on beads Discard smaller fragments in supernatant

Add beads Separation Wash with ethanol Elution Selection complete

(UHRR) as the initial template and the TruSeq RNA Sample 
Prep Kit V2 (Illumina #RS-122-2001) to prepare RNA librar-
ies. Select DNA using the VAHTS DNA Clean Beads and 
AMPure XP Beads respectively under the same conditions 
to obtain libraries of an average length of about 280 bp (the 
corresponding insert size is about 160 bp), and analyze the 
purified libraries using the Agilent 2100 Bioanalyzer.

RNA Library Preparation versus AMPure XP Beads
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